
MSEP. Environmental Policy Statement

Rackline Limited is one of the UK’s leading designers and manufacturers of steel shelving, mobile storage and
racking solutions. Established in 1984, we have been providing shelving and storage solutions for over 35 years.
From our Staffordshire factory we manufacture a range of storage products including manual mobile shelving, static
shelving, powered shelving, rotary shelving units, cabinets, light, and heavy-duty racking.
Our products are designed for companies throughout the UK and the world and are suitable for use across a wide
range of industries, such as the public sector, museums and archives, healthcare, education, retail, commercial
and warehousing.

One of the company’s main goals is to reduce our impact on the environment, and to protect the environment
wherever possible. Commitment to the implementation of supporting managerial and business operational systems
is essential to realising that goal.
We aim to provide high quality products and an efficient service to our customers, and are committed to this, whilst
also minimising the company’s effect on the environment.
Throughout our business activities we will endeavour to meet our environmental objectives and continually improve
our environmental performance by:

Implementing a management system that meets the requirements of ISO 14001:2015.
Complying with all relevant legislative, regulatory and compliance obligations.
Ensuring our activities are conducted in such a way as to cause minimum negative impact on the environment
and prevent pollution.
Minimising waste production and using registered carriers for disposal while continuing to seek more efficient
recycling methods wherever practicable.
Raising the awareness of environmental issues with all employees and working in partnership with clients and
suppliers to promote environment issues where possible.

In order to achieve this, we will:
Operate an environmental management system and adopt working practices that will minimise the negative
effects and/or enhance the positive effects we have on the environment.
Audit and review our environmental performance.

Communicate to all employees in respect of our environmental policy and encourage contribution of every
employee towards improving the environmental performance of the company.

This policy will be communicated to all personnel under the company’s control to ensure they understand and fully
implement the company's policies and objectives and are able to perform their duties effectively through ongoing
training and development, and a review of resource needs. It will be available to all relevant interested parties upon
request.
This environmental policy will be reviewed at least annually to ensure it remains appropriate to the strategic
direction of the business.

Signed:

Name: Fergus Doherty, Managing Director
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